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1. Introduction
1.1

This Document

1.1.1 Purpose
The Product Fit Analysis (PFA) phase of the Tieto delivery and deployment process is the detailed
specification phase where the use and configuration needs of existing EC business functions are
identified, any additional business functions are specified, the business rules are defined in the EC tool,
etc. Further, any specific reports and interfaces are specified. The work results in this PFA (specification)
document defining the scope of work for the later implementation phases in full detail.

1.2

Project Background

1.2.1 First Gas
The System will support the commercial operations of the First Gas open access gas transmission regime
(known as the GTAC).
Under the GTAC, Shippers and Interconnected Parties will conduct their daily pipeline operations using
the pipeline management System. Shippers will input daily nominations for gas receipts and deliveries
and Interconnection Parties might monitor the metered flow of gas through their Point against the gas
quantities they are scheduled to flow (as required).
The System will have a web based front end interface and back end web services that are accessed by
multiple parties.
First Gas in numbers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 high-pressure pipelines
14 transmission counterparties, including Shippers and Interconnected Parties
10 interested parties, including emsTradepoint, CCO, GIC, MBIE
105 transmission contracts
238 interconnection points
319 stations
321 meters

1.2.2 Business Process Overview
The figure below shows a high-level view of the areas of First Gas functionality into which the PFA
documents are divided.
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1.2.3 Key to Diagrams
Business process are used throughout this document. The figure below shows the process step types
that different shapes used in the business process diagrams represent.
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The figure below shows how shading indicates ownership (who runs) the different processes.
Blue shading
indicates an
EC process

No shading
indicates a non
EC process
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2. Energy Components Application Overview
2.1

Application Package Overview

Energy Components (EC) from Tieto is the global market leading solution for production reporting,
allocation and hydrocarbon accounting. With the experience from more than 450 installations in close to
50 countries world-wide, a significant percentage of the world’s production of hydrocarbons are today
managed with Energy Components.
Over the last few years, The Energy Components solution has evolved extensively as more knowledge
has been captured and new functional areas have been added to the product suite. This is a natural
consequence of Tieto’s ambitious product strategy. From providing regional production-based solutions
in the North Sea, Tieto EC now provides complete business solutions on a global scale. Hence, we have
accumulated an extensive record of experience over the years, which has formed our approach and
current thinking.
Currently, the EC solution has been successfully adopted in all major oil and gas regions. Addressing the
core value chain of the upstream industry, we have developed the EC product suite in close relationship
with leading companies in the oil and gas industry for more than a decade.

2.2

Application Business Areas

Energy Components (EC) covers four major business areas: Production; Transport; Sales and Revenue.
Each of the four business areas has its own module and relating screens. Below is a summary of each
business area within EC.

The EC product suite offers unprecedented support for the whole upstream value chain, with dedicated
support for production operations, terminals, gas plants, LNG facilities and more. EC offers one
integrated solution from reservoir to financial accounting for the global upstream business, and the
portfolio consists of 4 fully integrated business areas sharing the same underlying database.
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•
•
•

•

2.3

EC Production – covering functionality required by upstream organisations for production
management, allocation and reporting. EC Production is used for Operated assets only.
EC Transport – covering functionality employed when transporting hydrocarbons wither through
pipeline systems or by vessels. EC Transport is used by the party operating the transport system.
EC Sales – covering functionality to support the sales organisation in selling and/or trading
hydrocarbons, including managing complex gas sales contracts. Relevant both for own and
partner-operated assets.
EC Revenue – handling invoicing and control of any data relevant for revenue recognitions,
including two-way interface with financial accounting systems. Relevant for own and partneroperated assets

Application Business Area for First Gas

For First Gas the EC Transport and Sales business areas will be used, installed on version EC 11.2.

2.4

Application Architecture

EC is based on modern web architecture, referred to as the J2EE architecture using the XML standard
and the Oracle RDBMS. The technology platform adopted by Tieto in this domain is fully compliant with
common industry standards. The following are key points in this area;
1. Information Sharing - Energy Components can provision information to external sources using
ECIS or on lower level through the Oracle RDBMS.
2. Information Ownership - Energy Components support access control on data Objects and ring
fence on row level data. Access control can be configured for user/role to reflect information
ownership. Data creation, updating can be restricted and fully tracked with associated users in
the system.
3. Information Capture - Energy Components stages captured information through ECIS module
before it is persisted permanently to EC. The staging facility ensures that data is captured once
and is stored only in the central database.
4. Information Repositories - Energy Components uses Oracle RDBMS for all information storage.
5. Consistent Experience - Energy Components has defined standard design patterns for usability
design which is employed in the EC GUI to get a consistent user experience.
6. Client - Energy Components is a web application, (HTML as standard and .NET for graphics)
7. ESB - Energy Components can integrate with an ESB using the internal asynchronous messaging
integration system built on top of JEE JMS.
8. Demand Management - Energy Components can scale using clustering of the RedHat JBoss
application server.
9. Risk Mitigation - Energy Components support fail-over clustering using standard RedHat JBoss
setup for fail-over using front-end webserver as the fail-over redirector. I.e. application level failover. Other failover mechanisms are also possible, but application level fail-over is officially
supported.
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2.5

Application Framework

The EC Framework module is one of several in the Energy Components suite and handles the underlying
software framework required for all the other Energy Components modules to deploy. The below figure
outlines the conceptual model for EC Framework:

The EC Framework is divided into five areas:
Area
PF (Presentation Framework)

IS (Integration Services)
DT (Data Transfer)

CO (System Configuration)

RE (Reporting Environment)

Description
The framework for building Energy Components screens. The web
based presentation framework is based on a J2EE compliant
architecture, with heavy use of XML / XSLT.
EC Integration Services (EC IS) is the EC Framework module that
over time will handle all integration of EC with external parties.
The data transfer includes data capture, i.e. loading metering data
from SCADA systems into the EC database. It also includes any other
interfaces to 3rd party systems. Currently, the main component
within this area is ECIS.
The different components are, to a high degree generic, and
configurable to suit a variety of requirements. The System
Configuration is the set of screens, scripts and routines to perform
this configuration.
The Reporting Environment is a reporting layer giving the users
access to any relevant data in the EC database, simplifying report
generation and analysis.
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3. Generic EC Functionality
3.1

Introduction

This section lists generic functionality in EC, some or all of which may be in scope for the project.

3.2

Screen Layout

The Energy Component screen is made up of six different windows or panes: Screen Bar, Tool Bar, Tree
View, Data Window, Navigator Pane and Status Area. These panes will always stay the same, except for
the Data Window and the Navigator Pane, which change depending on the type of operations being
carried out.

Below is a summary of the different windows or panes within the Energy Components screen;
1. Screen Bar - Displays the screen name, Login id and selected database for the person who is
logged in
2. Tool Bar - Displays the standard Energy Components functions as icons e.g. ‘Save’, ‘Delete’ and
‘Insert’
3. Tree View - Used to navigate to the specific Energy Components screen or business function you
require
4. Navigator Pane - Used to filter what data to display in the Data Window, e.g. select period,
assets, etc.
5. Data Window - Displays the data you have selected in the Tree View and the Navigator Pane
6. Status Area - Displays information about record creation / updates, record revisions, record
status, validation info, trending info and hints and tips
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3.3

Screen Bar

The Screen Bar displays the Login ID of the user logged into the session (in this case sysadmin), logout
icon and the system menu bars:

The icons on the Screen Bar have specific meanings as described in the following table:
Icon

Function Name
Logout
Help

3.4

Function Description
Ends the current user session and returns the user to the application
Login screen
Context sensitive help for the selected business function
This will be standard product description and will not reflect NWS’s
usage of the business function

Tool Bar

The Energy Components Tool Bar has six icons (to use the icons, left click on them):

The icons on the Tool Bar have specific meanings as described in the following table:
Icon

Function Name
Save
Retrieve/Refresh

Function Description
Saves updated data in the Data Window to the
database
Refreshes the display

New

Insert fields, ready for new registration of data

Delete

Marks the selected row for deletion

Hide/Show Tree View and Status Area

This shows or hides the Tree View area and the
Status Area of the screen to make more horizontal
space available for the display of data. This is
particularly useful if you must scroll across the
screen to see a complete record
Adds the screen displayed to the favourites menu

Favourites

When a function on the Tool Bar is not available for use, it is 'greyed out' to show that it is deactivated.
In some screens when you start to add data, icons which have previously been deactivated will become
activated.

3.5

Tree View

The Tree View is the basic navigation mechanism by which you can access screens and functions within
the Energy Components system. It is similar in structure to Windows Explorer file menu. It is an
expandable tree, which contains all menu options you are allowed to access. The menu supports several
levels of indentation, so that screens can be grouped together under meaningful headings and in a way
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that supports the workflow process of the function. Select the relevant folder and file from the Tree
View menu depending on the operation you wish to carry out.
The Tree View window has three distinct areas. The top portion of the Tree View is the Search area.
Type in any text in the box and all business function matching the text will be listed. The next portion of
the Tree View is the Favourites area, where all screens tagged as Favourite will be listed. Screens can be
dragged from the lower part to the Favourites part to add them to Favourites. The last portion contains
all the business functions the user has access to. First the configuration and maintenance functions are
listed, then the business functions are grouped together by specific function, i.e. Allocation, Terminal
Operation, etc.

The figure above. has been taken from a system that has access to all screens. The information
displayed in the Tree View (as shown above) will vary depending on the access rights you have been
granted and your business area. Your access rights will be set by the system administrator.

3.6

Navigator Pane

After selecting the appropriate screen on the Tree View menu, you can use the Navigator to select the
class of data or date range you wish to view.

3.7

Data Window

The Data Window has several different layouts. The Data Window layout will depend on the specific
screen you have selected from the Tree View window and the information selected in the Navigator
Pane. The image below shows an example of a typical Data Window layout. This screen shows all the
detail of a record in one list.
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To update the data:
1. Place your cursor in the record you wish to update
2. Type in the new value or use the drop-down lists or calendar popup to update information
Note that;
1. If a data entry field is white, you have the option to add data to the field to complete an action
2. If a data entry field is yellow it is mandatory that you add data to the field before an action can
be completed
3. If a data entry field is grey the field is read only
Columns of data on the screen can be copied to clipboard and pasted into Excel. This data can then be
edited and pasted back into EC, where all values are validated as if they had been edited in the
application itself.
Most columns of data can be filtered and sorted.

3.8

Status Area

The Status Area (below) appears at the bottom of the main screen. It displays information about the
specific screen that have been accessed in the Tree View menu. This is a standard section at the foot of
each screen and includes five standard tab pages, including: Record Status, Revision Info, Hints & Tips,
Validation and Trending.
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3.8.1 Record Status
The Record Status Tab (below) tells you who created a record and when and who made the most recent
changes to the record.

The Record Status Tab page displays the following information for a selected item of data on the screen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

User who created the item of data
Date and time when the item of data was created
User who last updated the item of data
Date and time when the item of data was last updated
Record status of the item of data, e.g. provisional or approved data, number of revisions
a. Provisional status is the default status for a record until a job is run and the status
updates
b. Verified status is typically used when data has been automatically loaded into Energy
Components using the EC data capture features or other interfaces
c. Approved status is where a job is run on the data to update the status to the highest
security level and approval has been provided and approver recorded
6. Revision text associated with the current revision of the data item

3.8.2 Revision Info
This Revision Info Tab (below) lists all the changes that have been made to a record since its creation.
This list is updated each time a user makes a change to the record.

The Revision Info Tab page displays the following information for a selected item of data on the screen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

List of all revisions associated with the data item
The actual value the item has in each revision (highlighted the changed values)
For each revision, the name of the user who updated the data
For each revision, the date/time when the data was updated
For each revision, the text associated with that revision
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3.8.3 Approval Status

The Approval Status tab can be used to accept or reject changes on a particular screen.
There are several mechanisms available in EC to manage approval processes:
1. User and Role Access - Restricting access or functionality on a screen to a manager or senior
role will ensure that only the users with the appropriate authority can perform a particular task.
2. Four Eyes Approval - EC generic functionality that can be applied to an entire data class /
screen. Any changes to the class by a user require an approval or rejection by a different user.
Four Eyes Approval screen is used to review and action tasks to approve or reject data. A control
point (e.g. a daily or monthly calculation) is used to check whether records are pending approval
or not, and will generate errors or warnings as per customer requirements.
3. BPM Workflow - EC BPM processes can be implemented to manage complex workflows,
including approvals. BPMs are designed on a case-by-case basis.
4. Customised Actions - When appropriate, EC generic functionality can be supplemented by
customized actions based on customer needs.
As approval processes are customer / project specific, EC may be implemented with one or a
combination of the above methods, depending on requirements.
For the project, changes to data statuses are manual and as per the Business Processes and their
associated descriptions.

3.8.4 Hints & Tips
The Hints & Tips Tab can be used to display and edit helpful notes relating to a particular screen. An
example of the Hints and Tips section of the Status Area is shown here:

To add a Hint or Tip:
1.
1.
2.
3.

Click on the Hints & Tips tab
Enter the text
Click on Save
When you go back to visit this screen, the hint/tip will be displayed
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3.8.5 Validation
The validation in scope is listed per Business Function.

3.8.6 Trending
The Trending Tab allows the user to select one or more data items from the screen to display in a graph,
shown in an Internet Explorer window, or to export the figures into a file (for example, an Excel spread
sheet). The Trending Tab also allows users to specify the date range that the graph is plotted over.
Trending is a useful way to view data over a period of time. An example screen showing the Trending
section of the Status Area, is shown below:

EC allows you to produce a Trending graph. To produce a Trending graph:
1. Select the required record (make sure the cursor is on the record – if the record is not properly
selected a message saying 'No columns selected' will appear
2. Then, select the Trending Tab
3. On the Trending Tab, enter the 'From Date' and 'To Date' date parameters using the drop-down
calendar
4. Next, select the check boxes with the data items for the graph to be plotted against. In the
example above, only one data item has been selected: 'Net Vol'
5. Select the draw button on the Trending Tab:
6. A new Internet Explorer window will pop up with the completed graph
If you use a large date range and select several columns the graph will take longer to produce as the
system retrieves the data.
Once the graph has been produced it is possible to print or save the image. Place your cursor on the
graph and right click the mouse button. A Windows menu will appear allowing you to copy or print the
graph. If you choose to copy, use the "Paste Special" option and paste as a 'bitmap' or a 'PNG' file.
EC also allows you to export the data as a table into an Excel spreadsheet as a .csv or .xls file. To perform
this function, follow steps 1 to 4 of the process described above to produce a Trending graph and set the
'Format' option using the drop-down menu (as shown below).
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Once the format has been selected press the Export button. A Windows dialog box will appear and
prompt you to save the file. Once the file is saved as a .csv or .xls file, it can be opened in Excel.

3.9

Charting

A sample EC chart is shown below. This example illustrates the ability to display;
•
•
•
•

Multiple coloured data series, can be shown/hidden
Option labels
Multiple axes (per series UoM)
Siding period and adjustable zooming by dragging sliders
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4. Concepts
4.1

Nominations

Nominations for transmission capacity (Daily Nominated Capacity or DNC) are initially submitted by
shippers a week ahead and can be refined in subsequent cycles. For each cycle, shippers are expected to
submit and/or update nominated quantities before specific deadlines. Interconnect Parties (ICPs) have
an opportunity to confirm these quantities and First Gas will approve or, with respect to Delivery Points
or Zones, curtail these nominations and, in this way, define the schedule quantities.
Before the Provisional Nomination Deadline, a shipper submits its Provisional NQs (for a delivery zone or
individual receipt or delivery point) for each day of the following week. If it fails to do so, the Provisional
NQs will be deemed to be zero. After that, a shipper may still change the provisional NQs before the
Changed Provisional Nominations Deadline, after which all quantities, changed or not, are considered as
Changed Provisional NQs. Finally, a shipper may update a Changed Provisional NQ before the relevant
Intra-Day Nominations Deadline by submitting an Intra-Day NQ. There will be at least 4 Intra-Day
nomination cycles per day.
The picture below provides an overview of the nomination process

The picture below provides more detail of the intra-day deadlines:
13:30
ID-4
ICP Due

14:00
ID-4
FG Due

Changed Provisional
Cycle Close
22:30
ID-1
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-1
00:00-24:00

23:00
ID-1
FG Due

05:30
ID-2
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-2
06:00-24:00

06:00
ID-2
FG Due

10:30
ID-3
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-3
11:00-24:00

11:00
ID-3
FG Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-4
14:00-24:00

15:30
ID-5
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-5
16:00-24:00

16:00
ID-5
FG Due

18:30
ID-6
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-6
19:00-24:00

19:00
ID-6
FG Due

21:30
ID-7
ICP Due

22:00
ID-7
FG Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-7
22:00-24:00

21:00 22:00 23:00 00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00
20:00

00:00
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The picture below demonstrates how an emergency cycle may break through the regular intra-day
cycles:
00:38
EM-1
Notification
sent

Changed Provisional
Cycle Close
22:30
ID-1
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-1
00:00-24:00

02:30
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ICP Due

23:00
ID-1
FG Due
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ICP Due

03:00
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FG Due

05:30
ID-2
ICP Due

10:30
ID-3
ICP Due

06:00
ID-2
FG Due

Shippers
Nominate
to EM-1
03:00-24:00

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-3
11:00-24:00

11:00
ID-3
FG Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-4
14:00-24:00

14:00
ID-4
FG Due

15:30
ID-5
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-5
16:00-24:00

16:00
ID-5
FG Due

18:30
ID-6
ICP Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-6
19:00-24:00

19:00
ID-6
FG Due

21:30
ID-7
ICP Due

22:00
ID-7
FG Due

Shippers
Nominate
to ID-7
22:00-24:00

21:00 22:00 23:00 00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 05:00 06:00 07:00 08:00 09:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00
20:00

00:00

At receipt points or delivery points under an OBA, the Interconnected Party (via automatic approval or
not) approves, curtails or rejects the shippers’ NQs no later than 30 minutes after the respective
deadline (i.e. Provisional, Changed Provisional or Intra-Day Nominations Deadline). If it fails to do so, the
Interconnected Party will be deemed to have approved all NQs.
At a receipt point, the aggregate of the shippers’ NQs approved by the Interconnected Party will be that
OBA Party’s scheduled quantity for that day if there is an OBA at the receipt point.
At a delivery point the aggregate of the shippers’ NQs approved by the Interconnected Party will be its
proposed scheduled quantity for that day. First Gas may approve or curtail that proposed scheduled
quantity and it will become that OBA Party’s scheduled quantity for that day.
First Gas will (automatically or not) approve or curtail any submitted NQs no later than 1 hour after the
respective deadline and notify each shipper of its approved NQs (being that shipper’s DNC).
Any decreased NQ requested in an Intra-Day Cycle will be approved according to details in GTAC (section
4.16).

4.2

Agreed Hourly Profile (AHP)

An AHP is a schedule of Hourly amounts of transmission capacity requested by a Shipper and approved
by First Gas in respect of a Receipt Point or Dedicated Delivery Point (Delivery Point dedicated to a
single-end user) for any nomination cycle. AHPs are intended to provide additional means for both a
Shipper and First Gas to manage transmission capacity in respect of an end-user or producers whose use
of gas is unusually variable. First Gas determines which end user loads or producers need to be managed
in this way.
An AHP may last from part of a day up to seven days and must commence at the start of a nomination
cycle.
First Gas will approve any AHP except where it will adversely affect other users of the Transmission
System, require it to curtail any previously approved DNC nomination or Supplementary Capacity,
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exceed the physical capacity of the receipt or delivery point or increase the risk of breaching an
acceptable line pack limit or Target Taranaki Pressure.

4.3

Curtailment

First Gas may curtail the intake, flow or outtake of gas from the transmission system due to an adverse
event (e.g. emergency, force majeure, breach of safety standard, or contract termination) or a
scheduled maintenance in the order given in c.10.3 and pro-rata according to their approved nominated
quantities at delivery points. In case of a scheduled maintenance, First Gas shall notify it in EC no less
than 20 business days prior to the maintenance work.
In case of a curtailment, First Gas may issue an Operational Flow Order (OFO) to shippers or
interconnected parties. An OFO may direct a user to reduce their approved NQs, adjust their
nominations or injection or offtake of gas at a receipt or delivery point. In that case, all fixed charges
payable by a shipper to First Gas are reduced proportionally to the curtailment of that shipper’s DNC.

4.4

Gas Trade

Gas trades (referred to Secondary Trading of Gas in the GTAC) can take place in between any two
shippers or OBA parties at any time for adjusting their Running Mismatch or any other reason. All gas
trades must be notified in a timely manner to First Gas to be considered in the calculation of the
Running Mismatches at the end of that day. Once completed, no gas trade will be reversed or changed
for any reason, including a wash-up.

4.5

Gas Park and Loan

A shipper can apply for the “park and loan” service offered by First Gas. After the application has been
approved for park or loan for a specific day (on a “first come, first served” basis), the shipper may use
the service. First Gas may allow a shipper to park gas in a period of a given day and take loan gas in
another period of the same day. The gas parked or loaned by a shipper are excluded from the
calculation of that shipper’s Running Mismatch.
Terms for park and loan are under development and functionality for park and loan will not be
developed in the first year of GTAC.

4.6

Congestion Management

Each year, First Gas will identify the delivery points likely to be congested and attempt to alleviate this
congestion by assessing:
a) The technical and economic feasibility of new investment in the transmission system, and / or;
b) The quantity of interruptible load obtainable, and / or;
c) The priority rights (PRs) that may need to be utilised.
To manage or mitigate impact an imminent or ongoing congestion, First Gas may take the steps below:
1. Estimate the Nominated Quantity amount that needs to be reduced
2. Curtail:
a. Interruptible Capacity
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b. AHP by converting it into DNC
c. Supplementary Capacity
3. Approve NQs for shippers exercising their priority rights.
4. Depending on whether there is available operational capacity, approve (or curtail) further NQs
pro-rata to the shippers’ NQs.
In case of a congestion due to the current offtake of gas, First Gas will try to determine whether any
MHQ or MDQ has been exceeded and instruct that shipper (e.g. by means of an OFO if necessary) to
reduce its offtake before curtailing the capacity of any other shipper.

4.6

Priority Rights

First Gas allows shippers to acquire priority rights (PR) to obtain priority capacity on specific congested
delivery points / zones during a specified period. PRs are allocated to specific delivery points and cannot
be transferred to any other delivery point. An exception to this is if the congestion affects a multiple
delivery points in a delivery zone - PRs in this scenario may be transferred between delivery points. One
(1) PR represents one (1) GJ of MDQ.
Priority rights are obtained exclusively by shippers in PR Auctions. The diagram below shows an example
of the sequencing of activities for a PR Auction for a scheduled / foreseen congestion.

1/02/2020
(First business da ys of month)
Schedu le PR Auction

22/01/202 0
(10 busine ss days before auction)
Notification of
DPs, Capacity, Reserve Price

14/12/201 9
(30 busine ss days before auction)
Auction Ts&Cs p ublished

1/01/2020
1/12/2019

1/02/2020

1/02/2020 - 29/02/202 0
Month prior to conge stion perio d

1/03/2020 - 31/03/202 0
Conge stion Perio d

1/03/2020
31/03/202 0

A shipper may trade only whole numbers of PRs with any other Shipper at any time. The buyer must
notify First Gas of the traded price. First Gas will publish that information and update the shipper’s
holdings on OATIS. The trade price is separate from the Priority Rights Charge (payable by the shipper
who holds the PR at any time).
A PR Auction for an unforeseen congestion may be held as long as the essential information be notified
to the shippers 15 business days prior to the auction. Shippers can cancel any PRs for a delivery point
that First Gas deems no longer be in congestion.

4.7

Gas Transmission Capacity

First Gas offers 3 main capacity products:
1. Daily Nominated Capacity (DNC) – it is defined as the gas transmission capacity First Gas makes
available in a delivery zone or at a delivery point. The DNC is First Gas' standard gas transmission
product and is agreed upon under the TSA. The DNC is obtainable only by Shippers, cannot be
transferred or traded, may be curtailed and cannot be used in conjunction with Supplementary
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or Interruptible Capacity to supply the same customer unless expressly provided for in the
relevant agreement.
2. Supplementary Capacity – it is an alternative gas transmission product, which is set out and
agreed upon in a Supplementary Agreement. It may be used to delivery gas to deliver gas to a
specific site or end-user at a delivery point. This capacity may relate to a Transmission Pricing
Agreement with the end user.
3. Interruptible Capacity – it is an alternative gas transmission product, which is set out and
agreed upon in an Interruptible Agreement. The Interruptible transmission capacity may be
curtailed at First Gas’ sole discretion for any reason at any time. It is used to supply a specific
end-user or site at a delivery point.

4.8

Zones and Points

The shipper’s interaction with the transmission system and capacity nomination are managed through 4
main concepts: receipt point, receipt zone, delivery point and delivery zone.
1. Receipt Point - a facility at which shippers may inject gas into the Transmission System.
2. Receipt Zone - a group of two or more receipt points.
3. Delivery Point - a facility at which one or more shippers may take gas from the Transmission
System.
4. Delivery Zone - a group of two or more delivery points which are treated as a single notional
delivery point.
First Gas re-determines the delivery zones and receipt zones and notifies the shippers as a regular
activity in the start of each year or during a congestion management process. Factors such as available
operational capacity, geographical location, changes in gas offtake or intake are considered when redetermining the delivery point / zone grouping.
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4.9

Wash Ups

Prior month corrections to daily delivered or receipted quantities are handled through the Allocation
process. These corrections are passed through to FGL customers via the process outlined in Schedule 8
of the GTAC.
FGL receives the allocation quantities from the Allocation Agent 4 months after the month and 13
months after the month to which they relate. For example, during the ‘current’ month, known as the
Wash Up Activity Month, (say, Jan-18), FGL will identify corrections relating to Interim corrections, 4
month prior, (Sep-17), and final corrections, 13 months prior, (Dec-16). These corrections will be
included in the following month’s invoice (Feb-18) as an adjustment to the invoice. The quantities being
corrected will be included in the allocation for the following month (Feb-18) split evenly across the
numbers of days in the month, as part of the allocation calculation.
Wash-ups (prior period adjustments) have these effects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transmission Charges
Overruns and Underruns
Running Mismatch
Excess Running Mismatch charges
Allocation of Balancing Gas
Balancing Gas charges and credits

Changes to transmission charges are credited/debited via a comparison between the prior calculated
overrun/underrun and the calculated overrun/underrun using the latest data. Any resulting credit/debit
will appear on the next transmission charges invoice.
Changes to ERM charges are assessed in the same fashion as the transmission charges and returned on
the next non-transmission charges invoice.
Changes to Balancing Charges are assessed and applied as per the formulae in F.03.
The figure below illustrates the logic of wash ups, for Jan-18.
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5. Interfaces
5.1

Interface Interoperability

EC’s advanced file import mechanism in EC is a framework enabling easy import of advanced file
structures. For a typical Excel format it supports multiple sheets, crosstab, tables and forms. In addition
the import mechanism supports similar structures for TEXT (CSV and Fixed Width) and XML. All
configuration of the import is done through screens available in EC.

The import mechanism provides a file pickup from any drop folder accessible from the EC application
server. It also allows for manual upload into EC via an EC Screen (see Error! Reference source not
found.).

5.2

Interface Summary

To support the various functional requirements, EC requires or feeding data from/to other applications
(see Figure below on the next page)
1. Wonderware Historian – Providing Tag Base SCADA data
2. EMS TradePoint – Providing Gas Trading information
3. Shipper's Nomination System – Providing Nomination data submitted by the Shippers
4.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV – Requiring invoicing data from Energy Component

Each of the above systems has their own interfacing methodology and different inbound and outbound
patterns. There are 3 Inbound patterns (or methods of transferring data) and 5 Outbound patterns that
are used to get the data across the systems.
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3rd Party App Server

3rd Party Web Service

Xml
Data download in xls through EC Reporting

Pull
EC as a Service

File Upload through EC Apps

Oracle 12 RDS instance

EC Web Client
ECIS

FileDrop
EC Messaging Service

EC 11.2_SP03

Web Service

Tag Data

OPC Server for
Wonderware
Historian

EC Messaging

Email notification
Mail Server
FG Domain

SMS request

SMS notification

3rd Party SMS Service

5.3

Scope of Interface

Existing or proposed interfaces that are not defined in this document are not in scope.

5.4

Type of Interface

EC provides advanced mapping capabilities, meaning interfaces can be configured, rather than
customized/coded.
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Eight types of Interface Methods are defined for First Gas as per the table below.
Types

Description

IA

EC Browse/Upload function

IB

Incoming SCADA Tag base

IC

Incoming filedrop

OA

Outgoing Notification Email

OB

Outgoing Notification SMS

OC

EC WebService Pull

OD

Exposed Oracle Views

OE

Outgoing filedrop

For each interface the following patterns have been defined.

5.4.1 Inbound
Type: IA - EC Browse/Upload function
This interface allows user to manually browse a file and upload into EC. The file format has to be defined
before it can be loaded into EC. Once uploaded into EC, EC will base on the predefined mapping and
stores the data to the targeted location in EC Database.
Type: IB - Incoming Tag Base SCADA data
This interface brings in required data from Wonderware Historian into EC. An OPC Server with its
Adapter is required to be installed by First Gas on the Wonderware Historian Server before ECIS can
initiate the connectivity with the Historian. Only TAGs with good sample quality will be consumed by EC.
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Tag Template

Target Aggregate Function

Timing

DAILY_AVG

Daily Average midnight

5 minutes after midnight

DAILY_MAX

Daily Max midnight

5 minutes after midnight

DAILY_MIN

Daily Min midnight

5 minutes after midnight

DAILY_SAMPLE

Daily Sample midnight

5 minutes after midnight

HOURLY_AVG

Hourly Average values

10 seconds after each hour

HOURLY_MAX

Hourly Max values

10 seconds after each hour

HOURLY_MIN

Hourly Min values

10 seconds after each hour

HOURLY_SAMPLE Hourly Sample values

10 seconds after each hour

10M_AVG

10 minutes Average values

10 seconds after each 10 minutes

10M_MAX

10 minutes Max values

10 seconds after each 10 minutes

10M_MIN

10 minutes Min values

10 seconds after each 10 minutes

10M_SAMPLE

10 minutes Sample values

10 seconds after each 10 minutes

Scheduled Job

Timing

Description

ECIS_Daily

5 minutes after midnight

To trigger ECIS job pulling in data from SCADA
into EC Staging Area

ECIS_Hourly

5 seconds after each hour

To trigger ECIS job pulling in data from SCADA
into EC Staging Area

ECIS_10Min

10 seconds after each 10
minutes

To trigger ECIS job pulling in data from SCADA
into EC Staging Area

EC_Month

15 seconds after each first
day of the month

To post EC financial data to NAV

ECIS_Staging

45 seconds after each 5
minutes

To trigger processing of data from staging into EC
if required.

EC_Inbound

First second after a minute

Polling EC Inbound Location

Scheduled Job.

EC_Outbound

th

30 seconds after a minute

Drop a file to EC outbound location

Type: IC – Incoming filedrop
This interface supports third party users to submit their DATA in accordance to the xml and/or csv
format defined in this document into EC Cloud S3 Bucket. There will be an internal process within the
cloud including authentication, antivirus scanning and etc. The “safe” file will be then moved to EC
inbound location. An EC Scheduled Job will keep polling on the inbound file drop location and brings in
the file and further process it in EC. The frequency of the file polling by EC Inbound is as per defined in
Scheduled Job.
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5.4.2 Outbound
Type: OA - Outgoing Notification Email
This interface allows EC to send out an EC MHM Message to SMTP Server provided by First Gas. First Gas
SMTP Server will then send out the email base on the recipient distribution list defined by First Gas out
of EC system.
Type: OB - Outgoing Notification SMS
This interface allows EC to send out an EC MHM Message to 3rd party Carrier Gateway Addressing SMS
Service provided by First Gas.
Type: OC - EC Web Service Pull
This interface allows 3rd Party to pull data from EC. Not all data are available on this interface. The
availability of the data from this interface are defined in the later section
Type: OD - Exposed Oracle Views
This interface allows user to use EC SQL Express Business Function provided in ECDM module.
Predefined Oracle Reporting Views are required to be constructed. User is then allowed to use this
Business Function to construct their filter and download the data from the Business Function.
Type: OE – Outgoing filedrop
This interface allows EC to export the file in AWS S3 Bucket. User will then be able to get the file from
AWS S3 Bucket.
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